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“Much of the mathematics taught at undergraduate level is 
named for, or attributed to, male European mathematicians 
of the 19th century.  This helps to reinforce the mistaken 
notion that mathematics is a white male preserve.  Since 
there is little room in mathematics modules to include the 
broader and more nuanced historical material necessary to 
show the rich diversity of contributions to mathematical 
development, another way must be sought.  

The proposal is to develop an online Diversity Resource 
which would contain original and secondary source material 
exemplifying this diversity.  The Resource would be publicly 
available via Open Learn to mathematics students and 
mathematics teachers everywhere.”

A Diversity Resource

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/


What should the Resource contain?

• Primary sources written by mathematicians, e.g. Al Khwarizmi (9th C), 
Katherine Johnson (20th C) 

• Secondary sources commentaries by mathematicians/historians on 
primary sources 

• User Notes for each source

• Maps geographical/chronological

• Links to other sources 

• Assessment suggestions for OU and elsewhere

• What else?



How should Sources be organised/tagged?
• Mathematical

• Subjects: geometry, calculus, algebra, applications, …  
• Ideas: coordinate system, function, infinity, … 

• Geographical/Communities/Language

• Chronological

• Biographical/Gender

• Other

• Mathematics and other subjects: Art, music, design, …
• Education: Textbooks, lectures, examinations, …
• Communication: Notation, correspondence, journals, societies, congresses, …
• …

For whom?
• Undergraduate
• VIth Form
• Teachers
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Search:     “African Mathematics”
+ 

“Person”
+

“Early Modern” [c.16th-18th Century]
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Benjamin Banneker (1731-1806)
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Primary Sources
1.  Universal Magazine 83

London, 1788, p.86

“An account of the extraordinary Powers of Calculation, by Memory, possessed by a NEGRO SLAVE, in Maryland,
communicated in a Letter from Dr. RUSH, of Philadelphia, to a Gentleman in Manchester.”

2. Columbian Centinel
Boston, 29 Dec. 1790

Anonymous obituary

Thomas Fuller  Reproduced 
several times in 
the 18th and 19th

centuries 

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=nyp.33433095197103&view=1up&seq=754&q1=Fuller


Universal Magazine 83
London, 1788, p.86

“An account of the extraordinary 
Powers of Calculation, by Memory, 
possessed by a NEGRO SLAVE, in 
Maryland, communicated in a Letter 
from Dr. RUSH, of Philadelphia, to a 
Gentleman in Manchester.”

Thomas Fuller  

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=nyp.33433095197103&view=1up&seq=754&q1=Fuller
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=nyp.33433095197103&view=1up&seq=754&q1=Fuller


Columbian Centinel
Boston, 29 Dec. 1790

Anonymous

“Died – NEGRO TOM, the famous African Calculator, aged 80 years. 
He was the property of Mrs Elizabeth Cox of Alexandria.  Tom was a 
very black man.  He was brought to this country at the age of 14, and 
was sold as a slave with many of his unfortunate countrymen.  
This man was a prodigy.  Though he could neither read nor write, he 
had perfectly acquired the art of enumeration. 

….

Had his opportunity of improvement been equal to those of 
thousands of his fellow-men, neither the Royal Society of London, 
the Academy of Sciences at Paris, nor even a NEWTON himself, need 
have been ashamed to acknowledge him as a Brother in Science.”

Thomas Fuller  



Thomas Fuller  

Secondary Source 
1.   Fauvel, J., Gerdes, P.  1990.  

African Slave and Calculating Prodigy: Bicentenary of the Death of Thomas Fuller, 
Historia Mathematica 17, pp.141-151.

List of Secondary Sources

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/031508609090050N




• Brissot de Warville, J.P.  1794.  New Travels in the United States of America performed in 1788 
(London)

• Scripture, E.W.  1891.  Arithmetical Prodigies, American Journal of Psychology 
• Mitchell, F.D.  1907.  Mathematical Prodigies, American Journal of Psychology 

• Rouse Ball, W.W.  1917.  Mathematical Recreations & Essays, 7th edn. (London)

• Barlow, F.  1951.  Mental Prodigies (London).

• Fey, J., Alexander, J.W.  1969.  Calculating Prodigies.  In Historical Topics for the Mathematics 
Classroom (Washington)

• Fauvel, J., Gerdes, P.  1990.  African Slave and Calculating Prodigy: Bicentenary of the Death of 
Thomas Fuller, Historia Mathematica

1794

1990

List of Secondary Sources

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/031508609090050N


• Who was Thomas Fuller?

• What do we know about him as a 
mathematician?

• How do we know about him?

• How has he been represented in 
history? For what purpose?

• How did he learn to calculate?

Some Questions



Who was Thomas Fuller?

c.1710  Born

1724 Arrived in America.  
[probably one of the 150,000 slaves shipped in the
1720s from somewhere between Liberia and Benin]

Lived in Alexandria, Virginia
- the property of Mrs Elizabeth Cox  
- illiterate

c.1780  Visited by William Hartshorne & Samuel Coates of the
Pennsylvania Society for the Abolition of Slavery who
reported on his abilities

1790     Died 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pennsylvania_Abolition_Society


• Evidence in the abolitionist cause

“[Thomas Fuller proves] that the head of a Negro may be organised for the most astonishing calculations, and 
consequently for all the sciences.   [This proves] without doubt that that the capacity of the negroes may be extended 
to anything: that they have only need of instruction and liberty.” – J.P. Brissot de Warville (1788)

“the wonder of the age” – G.W. Williams (1883)

• Context of mental prodigies – psychologistic approach  [independent of race]

“For the illustration of the workings of genius it seems well to choose a kind of ability which is quite indisputable, and 
which also admits of some degree of quantitative measurement.  I would choose the higher mathematical processes, 
were data available … Meantime there is a lower class of mathematical gift which by its very  specialisation and 
isolation seems likely to throw light on our present inquiry.” – F.W.H. Myers (1903)

• A ‘mathematical Mozart’ (cf Gauss) or an idiot savant?

“[Coates] remarked in [Fuller’s] presence that it was a pity he had not had an education equal to his genius; he said, ‘no 
massa – it is best I got no learning; for many learned men be great fools’.” B. Rush (1789)

A “low” intelligence – F.W.H. Myers (1903)

Representations of Fuller (from Fauvel & Gerdes)



Search:     “Indian Mathematics”
+ 

“Ancient” [pre-10th Century]



Search:     “Indian Mathematics”
+ 

“Ancient” [pre-10th Century]

Result:  Mahāvīracārya, Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha (c.850)



Gaṇitsārasaṅgraha
‘Epitome of the Essence of Calculation’
(India, c.850)

• A text of 1100 verses by Mahāvīracārya (c.800–870).  
Earliest known independent Sanskrit text to survive in its 
entirety. 

• English translation of 1912 by M. Rangacarva prepared from 
five earlier palm leaf and paper manuscripts. 

• Mahāvīracārya may have worked at the court of the 
Emperor Amoghavarṣa, a member of the Rashtrakuta
dynasty of southern India

Primary Source
1. Contents of Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha

2. ‘An Appreciation of the Science of Calculation’ in
Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha (translated by M. Rangacarya)

3.    Mathematical Problems in Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha
(translated by M. Rangacarya)  

Secondary Sources
1. Kim Plofker, Mathematics in India (Princeton University Press, 2009), 

pp.162-168.

2. David Eugene Smith, ‘The Gaṇita-sāra-saṅgraha of Mahāvīracārya’, 
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians (Rome, 
1908), Volume 3, pp.428-431.  

Link
1. Mahāvīracārya, The Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha (tr. M. Rangacarva, Madras, 1912) 

https://archive.org/details/RangacaryaTheGanitaSaraSangrahaOfMahavira1912

https://www.mathunion.org/fileadmin/ICM/Proceedings/ICM1908.3/ICM1908.3.ocr.pdf
https://archive.org/details/RangacaryaTheGanitaSaraSangrahaOfMahavira1912


Contents of 
Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha
by Mahāvīracārya 
(c.850)

Translated from Sanscrit by 
M. Rangacarya (Madras, 1912)

• Contains rules and 
sample problems but no 
solutions

Chapter 1:  Preface (with praise for
Amoghavarsa) including technical
terms, units of measurement,
arithmetic of + and –, and
explanation of zero.

Chapter 2:  Operations ×,÷,𝑥𝑥2, 𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥3, 3 𝑥𝑥 ,
arithmetic and geometric series

Chapter 3:  Fractions

Chapter 4:  Linear and quadratic equations

Chapter 5:  Rule of Three

Chapter 6:  Algorithmic procedures

Chapter 7:  Plane geometry  (measurement
of  areas) 

Chapter 8:  Solid geometry (excavations)

Chapter 9:  Timekeeping approximations and
primitive trigonometry



‘An Appreciation of the 
Science of Calculation’ 
from the 
Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha
Translated from Sanscrit by 
M. Rangacarya (Madras, 1912), pp.3-5



Problems fromthe
Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha

Translated from Sanscrit
by M. Rangacarya
(Madras, 1912), p.74, p.76

29-30.  Of a collection of mango fruits, the king (took) 1/6, the 
queen (took) 1/5 of the remainder, and three chief princes took 
1/4, 1/3 and 1/2 (of the same remainder); and the youngest child 
took the remaining three mangoes.  O you, who are clever in 
(working) miscellaneous problems on fractions, give out the 
measure of that (collection of mangoes). 

34.  No fractional part of a collection of monkeys (is distributed 
anywhere); three times its square root are on a mountain; and 40 
remaining monkeys are seen in a forest.  What is the measure of 
the collection of monkeys?



• What is the significance of the Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha for Indian 
mathematics? 

• What is the significance of the Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha for 
mathematics in general?

• How do we know about the Gaṇitasārasaṅgraha?

• Who was Mahāvīracārya? 

• Solve Problem 34.

Some Questions



Search:    “Woman”
+ 

“19th century” 
+ 

“Britain”
+ 

“Calculus”



Search:    “Woman”
+ 

“19th century” 
+ 

“Britain”
+ 

“Calculus”

Result:  Mary Somerville (1780-1872)
Two pages from an unpublished manuscript 
c.1834





Transcription



Additional material

1. Brigitte Stenhouse 
Mary Somerville: Being and Becoming a 
Mathematician, PhD Thesis (The Open 
University) 
http//oro.open.ac.uk/78959/

2. Mary Somerville 
https://www.some.ox.ac.uk/eminent/mary
somerville/

Context 

Links 

https://www.some.ox.ac.uk/eminent/marysomerville/


• How does Somerville’s definition of a differential compare to a 
modern-day definition of a derivative  How do these 
mathematical objects differ?  What concepts are missing from 
Somerville’s work? 

• What sort of notation does Somerville use?  What does this tell 
us about which other mathematicians she might have been 
influenced by?

• Why might this work have been left unpublished?

Some Questions



Hidden Figures
The Black Female Mathematicians of NACA

L-R: Dorothy Vaughan, Lessie 
Hunter, Vivian Adair

Christine Darden inside the test 
section of a NASA Wind Tunnel



Role Models

"Women occupied many of the cubicles; they answered phones and sat in front of typewriters, 
but they also made hieroglyphic marks on transparent slides and conferred with my father and 
other men in the office on the stacks of documents that littered their desks. That so many of 
them were African American, many of them my grandmother’s age, struck me as simply a part 
of the natural order of things: growing up in Hampton, the face of science was brown like 
mine… As a child, I knew so many African Americans working in science, math, and 
engineering that I thought that’s just what black folks did ... ”

Margot Lee Shetterley, Hidden Figures, pp. xiii & 248 



Seeing research mathematics



T. H. Skopinski and Katherine G. Johnson

September 1960

Online database of digitised NASA papers here.

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search


How can a Diversity Resource help our students?

• Mathematics is a global human endeavour and never produced in a vacuum.  

• Greater insight into the process of producing new mathematical knowledge.
• Role models, so that students can see themselves as potential contributors

• Appreciation for the historical barriers to education, knowledge, resources, 
and recognition

• Awareness of the persistence of these barriers, their intersectional nature, and the 
importance of being pro-active allies, however you use your mathematical education after 
graduation.



• What content (culturally and/or mathematically) 
should the Resource contain?

• What type of content (articles, diagrams, maps,  
videos, etc.) should the Resource contain?

• What else would you like to see in the 
Resource? 

• How should the Resource be integrated into the 
curriculum?  

Questions for discussion
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